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Introduction
The idea of food storage is related to the need to
preserve an asset and use it when the distinctive
need for it arises. The most common cases are poor
harvests or general shortages. Stockbreeding or the
possession of prestige items may have a similar role,
reflecting the potential of a household to act within
particular social/economic networks. In all cases, sto-
rage mediates between acts of production and con-
sumption. Since Flannery, who showed that the types
and locations of storage facilities provide a variety
of associations for explaining social change (Flan-
nery 1972; 2002; see also Flannery 1993), the eco-
nomic and social roles of storage have been revie-
wed numerous times. So far, no research pertaining
to storage practice has been conducted in the Cen-
tral Balkans region. However, storage strategies play
an important role in the agricultural history of the
region. Similar, or exactly the same storage techni-
ques have been practiced from the Early Neolithic
until modern times, and even today some are practi-
ced by traditional farming communities (Jevti≤
2011). Hence, the idea for this article, which is in-
tended to lay the foundations for understanding the
relation between economic and social processes as
reflected by storage behaviour in the Late Neolithic-
Early Eneolithic in the Central Balkans.
The Late Neolithic-Early Eneolithic economy of
the Central Balkans
It is universally accepted that the agricultural socie-
ties that existed between 5300–4600/4500 BC in
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the Central Balkans maintained high
economic and technical standards,
evinced by long-term settlements
with elaborate architecture (Chap-
man 1981; Tripkovi≤ 2007), inten-
sive agriculture, possibly by means
of ploughing (Chapman 1990; cf.
Por≠i≤ 2010), copper mining and
smelting (Jovanovi≤ 1982; Bori≤
2009; Radivojevi≤ et al. 2010), in-
volvement in an intercultural ex-
change network (Chapman 1981),
etc. Pottery decorated with channel-
led ornaments on dark fired and bur-
nished vessels, the highly standardi-
sed production of figurines, altars
and other objects (Gara∏anin 1979),
as well as evidence of displays of per-
sonal individuality in the wearing of
exotic jewellery (Dimitrijevi≤, Trip-
kovi≤ 2006) are all parts of the same
cultural pattern.
This universal view of regional Late Neolithic-Early
Eneolithic conflicts somewhat with the varying phy-
sical and biological features of the Central Balkans,
which argue against such a simplified view of the
cultural landscape (Fig. 1). The Central Balkans, with
its economic and cultural differences, was characte-
rised throughout the late prehistoric and historic
eras and to this day by many specific traditions with-
in a regional cultural practice. Therefore, the rooted
opinion that the Late Neolithic-Early Eneolithic pe-
riods were periods of elaborate domestic practices is
debatable, given the inconsistency in understanding
the multitude of specific local histories. For example,
the latest research shows that exotic and valuable
resources were not equally available to all communi-
ties. On the one hand, it is easy to identify commu-
nities like Vin≠a, with nearly a thousand years of
agriculture, accompanied by trade in objects made
of Spondylus and Glycimeris marine shells (Dimitri-
jevi≤, Tripkovi≤ 2003; 2006; Tripkovi≤ 2006), obsi-
dian from the Carpathian region (Tripkovi≤, Mili≤
2008) or Dentalia fossil beads collected from the
area surrounding the settlement (Dimitrijevi≤, Trip-
kovi≤, Jovanovi≤ 2010). On the other hand, many
settlements in the vicinity of Vin≠a do not seem to
have had such an elaborate social and economic sys-
tem (Chapman 1981). Therefore, the existence of
such diversity demands further explanation.
In recent decades, there has been a growing body of
evidence regarding the occurrence of Vin≠a settle-
ments in varying geographical settings (Chapman
1981; 1990; Tringham 1992). In some, a hunting
based economy was predominant, as was noted in
Opovo (Tringham, Brukner and Voytek 1985; Tring-
ham et al. 1992; Russell 1993) and Petnica (Orton
2008). Other settlements show a strong dependence
on domesticated plants and animals, as discovered in
Divostin (McPherron and Srejovi≤ 1988). In addi-
tion, some of the long-lasting settlements, like Sele-
vac (Tringham, Krsti≤ 1990) and Gomolava (Orton
2008), bear witness to a gradual change in the local
economy. During the earlier phases of the Selevac
settlement, hunting had a very important role, whe-
reas in later phases the use of domesticated animals
became more common (Legge 1990). These changes,
as stated previously, are part of a widespread ten-
dency in the character of Vin≠a settlements that were
transforming from more mobile into more seden-
tary communities (Kaiser, Voytek 1983), resulting
in the emergence of the household as an autono-
mous socio-economic unit (Tringham, Krsti≤ 1990).
Research aims
The variety of economic practices in the Central Bal-
kans during the Late Neolithic-Early Eneolithic clear-
ly indicates production, distribution, and consump-
tion on differing scales, a trend found in the Late
Neolithic in other regions. Accumulation and stor-
age, as well as the agents between production and
consumption, may connect the different levels of
Fig. 1. Map of Star≠evo and Vin≠a settlements mentioned in the text.
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the Central Balkans economy into a comprehensive
picture, thus giving important answers to questions
regarding social and economic practices during the
6th and 5th millennium BC. From the Early Neolithic,
agricultural products in the Central Balkans were
stored in pits and large ceramic vessels, as documen-
ted at many archaeological sites. More than fifty sto-
rage pits were found at Biserna obala near Nosa (Ga-
ra∏anin 1959; 1961). Although information regar-
ding the character of the settlement is still pending,
the fact that many of the pits were intersected indi-
cates that storage was practiced for an extended pe-
riod in the same segment of the settlement. The pits’
location in an open area indicates their public charac-
ter, which continued for several generations (Gara-
∏anin 1959). The cases of three storage pits located
in the housing area at Divostin (Bogdanovi≤ 1988),
and another in the same context as querns from Zla-
tara (Lekovi≤ 1988) suggest different storage organi-
sation or varying rhythms of retrieving and proces-
sing stored goods.
My aim is to review storage activities in the Central
Balkans during the Late Neolithic-Early Eneolithic,
that is between 5300–4600/4500 calBC. The inten-
sive production, distribution, and consumption which
occurred with Vin≠a culture are part of a new eco-
nomic and social context in which innovation and
the further development of storage techniques pla-
yed an important role. Therefore, it is important to
understand the social contexts in which food storage
occurred, as well as the levels of its reflexivity, re-
gardless of whether meat or grains were being sto-
red. Some of the most important questions are:
● How was the idea of storage utilised by the socially
and economically diverse Vin≠a communities?
● Are there local and regional differences in storage
techniques?
● What is the correlation between food storage and
the accumulation of other goods? 
● Is the role of food storage simply to ensure the
survival of the group (family, household, commu-
nity) or does it also play an important role in the
social strategies of Vin≠a communities?
Attention is given to the preserved plant remains
and objects which have been ethnographically iden-
tified as storage structures. To find answers to the
proposed questions, one must focus on two sources.
The primary source of information is long-lasting
settlements, which have been extensively researched
and well dated by radiometric methods. This has
enabled the determination of different methods of
storage, as well as its change through time. Secon-
dary sources are the notes on storage from other ex-
cavated settlements, mainly those where an exten-
sive research context is lacking, which are necessary
to understand the role of storage in local histories. 
Grain storage in the Central Balkans: the evi-
dence
The partial understanding of plant storage in the
Central Balkans is due to the relatively small num-
ber of extensively excavated sites and relatively late
adoption of paleobotanical analysis in archaeological
research. Respectively, evidence of storage has been
limited to the macroscopically confirmed presence
of cereal and legume remains (Fig. 2), as well as con-
tainers whose role has been ethnographically attes-
ted. This allows a direct association of containers
with certain goods and the expansion of research re-
garding storage techniques to similar objects, regard-
less of whether any plant remains have been disco-
vered in them. Implemented on a regional scale, this
approach can provide a good result. Therefore, diffe-
rent storage techniques, i.e. storage containers such
as pits, bins, and large ceramic vessels, will be used
to reconstruct the relation between the economic
and social processes that took place during the Late
Neolithic-Early Eneolithic in the Central Balkans.
Storage pits
These are recognised by their regular, bell or cylin-
drical shape, and in some places it is possible to find
traces of an above ground edifice. In order to suffi-
ciently isolate the content, they were usually dug into
a hard non-porous base or, when this was not the
case, their sides were covered with platter and then
plastered over with clay. The primary role of such
pits was to store agricultural products, and occasio-
nally they would be opened for retrieving and con-
suming the contents (Buttler 1936; Gronenborn
1997.435–436; Reynolds 1979). Storage pits have
been noted in more or less all agricultural areas, but
regional prospects in European prehistory are still
rare (πumberova 1996). The reason for this can be
found in decades of attention to researching house-
hold contexts, but also the relatively late integration
of paleobotanical analysis into archaeology. There
are also additional problems in defining storage pits.
Ethnography clearly states that many pits are of re-
gular shape, some resembling siloi. In cases where
they do not contain remains of stored goods, it is
possible that they were used for other purposes
(Gronenborn 1997; Evans 1982; Reynolds 1979).
In addition, the bell or pear-shaped pits may be the
result of wall erosion, where the uppermost parts of
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the pit would remain intact due to support from
roots (Bowen, Wood 1968; Reynolds 1979).
In the Central Balkans, some regularly shaped pits
contained concentrations of grains and other plants.
This information was used to determine the storage
purpose of these pits. Two such pits (Silo A and B)
were discovered in Selevac (Tringham, Stevanovi≤
1990). Silo A has a semi-circular base and its sides
are covered with platter that was plastered over with
clay (Fig. 3a). On the bottom was a 5cm layer of char-
coal. The inside of the pit was filled with earth mixed
with ash and carbonised grains of Triticum mono-
coccum and Lens esculenta. On top of the fill, an
anthropomorphic figurine was discovered (Tring-
ham, Stevanovi≤ 1990.59). Silo B served a dual pur-
pose, because a clay wall divided it (Fig. 3b). It also
contained earth mixed with ash and carbonised
wheat grains, with one-half of the pit containing a
concentration of grains (Tringham, Stevanovi≤ 1990.
61). An unmarked pit at Gomolava provides additio-
nal evidence of grain storage (van Zeist 1974). It is
not clear whether feature 41 at Opovo, dated to the
oldest phase of the settlement, was also used for sto-
rage. Feature 41 was probably comprised of two pits
which were not noted as such during the excavation.
The pit on the west side was plastered with clay and
contained a large amount of cereals; it is assumed
that it was used as a silo (Borojevi≤ 1998.172; 2006).
Only a small number of pits in the Central Balkans
contain organic remains; however, small pits with a
clay lining and the remnants of a superstructure can
be added to the body of evidence. Many of these,
such as the additional four or five at Selevac, have
a clay lining and are interpreted as silos (Tringham,
Stevanovi≤ 1990). There is further evidence at Ba-
njica, with three or four storage pits in the open area
from the oldest phase of the settlement, as well as
five more from the later phases located inside hou-
ses (Todorovi≤ and Cermanovi≤ 1961; Tripkovi≤
2007); at Vin≠a there are five bell-shaped silos grou-
ped in the open area dating to the oldest settlement
phase (Vasi≤ 1936.147–148; 1948), and also a pear-
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Fig. 2. Storage containers with the evidence of cereals in the Central Balkans, Late Neolithic-Early Eneo-
lithic.
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shaped pit from Crkvine-Mali Borak (Ωivanovi≤ and
Spasi≤ 2008), which is a typical example of a stor-
age pit (Fig. 4). In Aradac in Vojvodina, an earlier
excavation uncovered two storage pits (Karapan-
d∫i≤ 1923), while two additional ones were suppo-
sed by using a formal analogy (Tripkovi≤ 2009a).
Pits 3 and 5 from the same site contained pithoi
which occupied the whole area of the pit (Karapan-
d∫i≤ 1923). In Crna Bara, three bell-shaped pits were
discovered. Two pits that contained traces of a su-
perstructure (Gara∏anin, Gara∏anin 1957) were
most probably used for storage. In the older phase
of Potku≤nica site, a repository with a diameter of
2.1m and depth of around 1m was noted. It was pla-
stered with the same clay as the floor, and the trace
of a post was found at its centre (Derikonji≤ 1996.
102, Fig.19).
Bins
These types of storage structures were usually loca-
ted inside houses. While one cannot speculate on
the function of the structures without contextual
data, in instances where such evidence exists, it is
doubtless that they were used for storage (Bogard
et al. 2009; Kalicz, Raczky 1987.19). The remains
of unspecified cereals in the Central Balkans were
discovered in one of the two bins located in the
south side of house 1 in Beletinci (Chapman 1981).
The body of evidence can be extended to other set-
tlements as well. In the three-roomed house, 2/79,
at Banjica, four-sided bins were located in the adja-
cent rooms next to an oven containing pithoi and
fragments of pottery (Fig. 5). In one of these, a pair
of bull’s horns was also discovered (Todorovi≤ 1981;
2007.95). Similarly, a trapezoid bin from the central
room of house 01/06 from Vin≠a also contained two
pithoi (Tasi≤, ∑uri≠i≤ and Lazarevi≤ 2007; Vukovi≤
2011). In houses 13, 14, 15 and 17 at Divostin, the sto-
rage bins are of varying shapes – some were empty
and others contained pottery, loom weights, and flint
blades (Bogdanovi≤ 1988). At
Parta and Uivar in Romanian
Banat, bins were also a regu-
lar part of house inventories
(Fig. 6). The building in trench
XI at Uivar housed four con-
tainers in a row containing a
stone axe blade, a turtle shell
and huge storage vessels
(Schier 2006). Similar clay
bins containing carbonised ce-
reals were found in houses P9
and P18 at Parta. Shrines 1
and 2 at the same site housed
a few more containers, probably with a ritual func-
tion (Lazarovici, Drasovean and Maxim 2001).
A certain regularity can be observed regarding the
location of bins; most are located in the vicinity or
in the same room as the oven (Banjica, house 2/79;
Divostin, houses 13, 14 and 15; Vin≠a, house 01/ 06);
only in rare instances are the bins located in other
rooms (Beletinci, house 1). In cases when the entran-
ces to the houses can be identified, it is noted that
the bins are located opposite the entrance, in a deep-
er part of the house (Banjica, ku≤a 2/79). In houses
containing multiple bins, certain regularities can be
observed, possibly of local importance. For instance,
in house 1 in Beletinci, two four-sided bins were
found in a lateral room which does not contain an
oven, while in Divostin the bins were located in dif-
ferent rooms always containing an oven (Bogdano-
vi≤ 1988). This regularity in the distribution of bins
in houses at Divostin contradicts the irregularity of
their shapes; they are square, triangular, trapezoid
or round. Also, the bins contained ceramic vessels
and other artefacts such as loom weights and flint
blades, thus indicating that besides storing daily ne-
cessities, they were used to store other objects. This
observation serves to remind us that the study of
storage should not be limited to necessities or exotic
goods; at the same time, it opens a new perspective
for understanding the dynamics of domestic activi-
ties in Vin≠a houses. The contents of bins in Divostin
houses, also house 2/79 at Banjica, clearly indicate
that the house inventory can be divided into ob-
jects that were being used and deposited objects that
were not being used. Among these one should look
for the starting point for understanding the cyclic
nature of domestic practices in Vin≠a houses (Trip-
kovi≤ 2009a).
The frequent use of storage bins for storing grain or
depositing objects indicates a possibility that houses
Fig. 3. Selevac – silos A and B from 1969–1970 excavation, trench 7
(adapted after Tringham, Stevanovi≤ 1990).
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where bins have not been ob-
served had containers made
of organic materials for stor-
ing goods. Namely, on the
floors of some Vin≠a culture
houses, concentrations of
grains were found, and until
now it has often been propo-
sed that at least some of these
were in a container made of
organic material which did
not survive; this includes con-
centrations of cereals found
on the floor in the house at
Medvednjak (Galovi≤ 1975),
in house 7 at Banjica (Todoro-
vi≤ and Cermanovi≤ 1961;
Tripkovi≤ 2007), in house 01/
06 at Vin≠a (Tasi≤, ∑uri≠i≤
and Lazarevi≤ 2007) and in
house at Vala≠ (Tasi≤ 1960.17–18). Also, due to the
detection of a large concentration of grain in the
building labelled house 7 at Selevac, it is supposed
that the structure was not used for habitation, but
that it was a raised floor granary.
Pithoi and other ceramic vessels
The abundant evidence regarding large volume ves-
sels from the Late Neolithic of Central Balkans clear-
ly indicates that storage in ceramic containers played
an important role in the economic strategies of Vin-
≠a households. A functional analysis of vessels from
Belo Brdo in Vin≠a points to a wide variety of op-
tions for the storage both of dry and liquid contents
in vessels of varying sizes (Vukovi≤ 2008), indicating
that the correct interpretation of ceramic containers
is the key to understanding the daily routine of Vin-
≠a households. Dilemmas about the goods stored are
also multiplied by numerous testimonies through
prehistory and history regarding the wide variety
of goods stored in them (Christakis 1999). If we
wish to observe these plant remains from Central
Balkans, the evidence is unfortunately rather scant.
It can be narrowed down to the remains of cereals
in large vessels discovered in house 1 in Stapari
(Chapman 1981) and Tuzla (Baum 1958). Other
larger or smaller vessels may have been used for
holding cereals in certain situations, also serving as
vessels with a particular function. In this context, we
may mention the small vessels with grains in the
house at Medvednjak (Galovi≤ 1975), as well as ano-
ther example found in a sunken storage pot in house
3 at Vin≠a (house 3/1980 – M. Jevti≤, personal com-
munication). They could have been used as measu-
res for retrieving grain stored in the larger pithoi or
bins. For this reason, small vessels of different types
discovered in a storage context can be attributed to
domestic practices occurring between storage and
food preparation. Moreover, the recognition of ves-
sels with organic remains and their interrelation
could lead to a better understanding of the measu-
rement systems used by Vin≠a culture households.
A certain variability can be observed in the size and
number of storage vessels. Three roomed house in
Jakovo (house 2) contained more than 20 storage
vessels, some of which were used to house dried
foods and others for liquids (Jovanovi≤, Gli∏i≤ 1961).
Another three unit houses, like 4/75 at Gomolava
(Petrovi≤ 1993), 2/79 at Banjica (Tripkovi≤ 2007),
and house 1 at Beletinci (Brukner 1962) also con-
tain several pithoi. The average area of these houses
is 35m2. On the other hand, the large houses in Di-
vostin whose areas vary from 40 to 100m2 (Bogda-
novi≤ 1988) contain only one or two pithoi (Madas
1988), thus pointing to the fact that the number of
storage vessels does not correlate with the area of
the house floor, respectively the size of the house-
hold group (Fig. 7). The reasons for these inconsi-
stencies could be different local economic and so-
cial histories (Tripkovi≤ 2009a).
Variability can also be observed in contexts in which
pithoi have been found; some have been found in-
side as well as outside houses. Pithoi noted inside
the house are in the same or in different rooms, mo-
stly on the ground floor. Some are also sunk into the
floor, as is evidenced in house 2 at Opovo (Tring-
Fig. 4. Crkvine-Mali Borak – storage pit (adapted after Ωivanovi≤, Spasi≤
2008).
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ham, Brukner and Voytek
1985). In house 2/79 at Ba-
njica, pithoi were found in
two rooms in storage bins
next to the oven (Todorovi≤
1981; 2007). Pithoi have also
been recovered on the out-
side. It is interesting to note
that in Aradac a pithos was di-
scovered in at least one stor-
age pit (Karapand∫i≤ 1923).
The fact that pithoi can be
found in different contexts,
despite their dimensions, ma-
kes them convenient for un-
derstanding the dynamics of
storage in Vin≠a culture hou-
seholds.
When studying storage in pithoi, the six Divostin
houses play an important role in explaining the
complexity of storage behaviour in Vin≠a culture. Pi-
thoi in these houses can be observed within the so-
cial context of households, thus allowing for their
comparison. Each of the houses that were found con-
tained a pithos, while houses 13, 15 and 18 contai-
ned two pithoi. They were usually located in the cor-
ner of a room, next to or opposite the oven; they
were usually not decorated and some had handles.
By examining the pithoi, a certain individuality in
the households within the settlement can be obser-
ved. Namely, unlike other vessels which have been
reduced to only a few types, no two pithoi are alike
in the houses at Divostin (Madas 1988).
The rare occurrence of pithoi, considering the un-
usually large size of the houses, increases the possi-
bility that other types of vessel were used for the
same purpose. If the contents of Divostin houses are
carefully observed, their inventory is comprised of
large pots and bowls usually interpreted as vessels
used in food preparation and consumption (Madas
1988). It is possible that a certain number of these
large vessels were also used for food storage.
Discussion
There was a variety of storage techniques in the
Central Balkans during the Late Neolithic-Early Eneo-
lithic. In most cases, this diversity was not chrono-
logical by nature, nor a result of specific local prefe-
rences, because all of the storage techniques have
been noted in different phases of Vin≠a culture and
often in the same settlement. More probably, it was
the result of the society’s rational need for the plan-
ned use of stored goods, where certain types of con-
tainers were ascribed a specific function. Following
this line of interpretation, in the same settlement,
storage in pits, bins, and pithoi could have been pra-
cticed together, from long-term storage in pits to me-
dium- and short-term in bins, pithoi, and other cera-
mic containers. This can be postulated particularly
in places where a variety of storage containers have
been found in the same context: in house 7 at Banji-
ca, where in the ‘deeper’ rear part of the house, a sto-
rage pit (Todorovi≤ and Cermanovi≤ 1961), a con-
centration of cereals (in an organic container?) on
the floor of the house, and pithoi (Tripkovi≤ 2007)
were discovered; in Divostin (Bogdanovi≤ 1988),
and house 2/79 at Banjica (Tripkovi≤ 2007), where
storage was divided between bins and pithoi; or
house 01/06 at Vin≠a, where bins, pithoi, and a con-
centration of processed cereals (Tasi≤, ∑uri≠i≤ and
Lazarevi≤ 2007) were discovered. On the other hand,
it is apparent that this variety is absent from other
settlements. For instance, the inhabitants of Jakovo
used ceramic containers for storage in their houses
(Jovanovi≤, Gli∏i≤ 1961), which was also probably
the case with most of the households in Gomolava
(Petrovi≤ 1993). In house 2 at Jakovo, there were
22 storage vessels, and in house 4/75 at Gomolava,
at least 11 storage vessels were found. Intensive pro-
duction by households, and possibly, storage time
scales were all represented by a large number of sto-
rage vessels of varying types, which were deposited
in all three rooms of the houses (Tripkovi≤ 2009a).
Based on the location of containers, it is possible to
notice certain changes during the life-span of the set-
Fig. 5. Banjica – house 2/79 (after Tripkovi≤ 2007).
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tlement. These are evident in
the gradual transformation of
storage from the public to the
private domain, which has
been noted in more or less all
the settlements (Fig. 8). Sto-
rage pits outside houses are
common in the early phases
of the settlement. Similar to
the tradition of the Early Neo-
lithic period, they are someti-
mes located in groups, sug-
gesting that these particular
parts of the settlement were
used for a long period. That
most of the storage pits disco-
vered were from the early
phases of settlements (Fig. 9a,
b), storage outside suggests
something interesting about
the nature of the society that
started the settlement. Follo-
wing Chapman’s idea regarding settlement histories
(Chapman 2008), it is highly probable that the grou-
ped storage pits in the founding settlements, or at
least in some of them, reveal the communal nature
of the society. The nature of this communality per-
tains to the way the Vin≠a settlements were founded,
which at present is unknown. Ethnographic research
shows that the establishment of new settlements can
be accomplished through a social group connected
by kinship, which might have been the case in the
Central Balkans. This might be further supported by
the DNA analysis of 25 male individuals whose re-
mains were discovered at Gomolava. The result of
the analysis indicates that all of them belonged to a
single kinship group (Stefanovi≤ 2008).
In the later phases of settlements, grain storage was
mostly inside houses. The gradual shift from storage
outside to storage inside the house happened in the
Central Balkans as part of important social and eco-
nomic changes. The character of these changes is re-
flected in a more sedentary life style, as well as in-
tensified use of resources, especially in late Vin≠a
culture (Kaiser, Voytek 1983). Tringham according-
ly defined the move from the public to the private
domain in Vin≠a culture as the emergence of the
household as an autonomous socio-economic unit
(Tringham, Krsti≤ 1990). Yet there was no further
consideration of whether, in the variety of social re-
production in the Central Balkans, the symbolism
of storage may have carried a different communal
connotation. There are several examples of this.
Within the occupational horizon II at Banjica, stor-
age pits are located in the central areas of long hou-
ses. The houses covered an area of between 100–
200m2, and as postulated, were occupied by multi-
family or extended family households (Tripkovi≤
2003). The symbolic representation of the centrali-
sed organisation system is represented by the cen-
tral position of the storage pits and hearths. In this
particular case, the building of long houses and the
location of storage containers constitute the local
cultural norm that aimed to internally homogenise
or control these small ‘house societies’. More or less
at the same time as when the building horizon II at
Banjica was occupied, some 200km to the south at
Divostin near Kragujevac, there is a different exam-
ple. In houses 13, 14 and 15, which had 1–2 rooms
additionally built, the ovens were always placed in
the old and the new parts of the house (Bogdano-
vi≤ 1988). During the contextual analysis of the house
inventories at Divostin, additions to the houses were
interpreted as part of the social reproduction process
of the household, representing the spatial demarca-
tion of the new family (Tripkovi≤ 2009a; 2009b).
Contrary to the houses at Banjica, where storage has
a tendency to show internal order, the storage con-
tainers in the expanded buildings at Divostin reflect
a more complex social message (Tripkovi≤ 2009a).
The pithoi, with the exception of house 13, are loca-
ted in the older part of the building, reflecting the
control of storage by older members of the house-
hold. On the other hand, dissatisfaction and social
tensions can be observed based on the location and
Fig. 6. Building from trench XI at Uivar (after Schier 2007). 1 Large fire-
place. 2 Half-tube with compartments. 3 Cassette made of thin loam
walls containing an axe blade and a turtle. 4, 5 Similar cassettes. 7, 8
Broken storage vessels. 6, 9a–c Fireplaces. 10 Medieval pits.
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So far Opovo is the only examined Vin≠a culture
settlement where all three building horizons pro-
vide no clear evidence supporting the change from
public to private storage (Tringham, Brukner and
Voytek 1985; Tringham et al. 1992). The reasons
for this may lie in the economy of the settlement,
which was based on wild rather than domesticated
resources, while long-term storage of cereals was of
less importance. Opovo is located in a marshy envi-
ronment which is not conducive to intensive agri-
culture; only small quantities of cereals were disco-
vered even in structures resembling storage pits,
while the houses contained insignificant evidence of
cereal processing (Borojevi≤ 1998; Tringham et al.
1992). Therefore, the lack of long term change in
the character of grain storage can be interpreted as
a result of the settlement’s non-reliance on agricul-
ture for survival; we can also accept that social sta-
tus was achieved through the distribution of meat
rather than the accumulation of grain (Russell 1993).
In the case of Opovo, the possibilities of a further re-
view of storage practices in the Late Neolithic period
of the Central Balkans can be expanded, because
besides accumulation this aspect can be observed
through the distribution and consumption of meat.
Some recent ethnographic and archaeological re-
search has shown that the accumulation of plants and
distribution of meat are two opposing economic stra-
tegies (see Bogard et al. 2009). The first is directed
only at the economic survival of the group, with a
clear notion that storage extends the useful life of
certain items, and that the benefit is clearly seen du-
ring bad harvests. On the other hand, the distribu-
tion of meat is seen strictly as an activity that ensu-
res social status. It is usually manifested through
conspicuous symbolism in the form of bucrania, car-
vings in stone stellae, or zoomorphic figurines. There
is some evidence in the Central Balkans to further
corroborate this. For instance, all of the storage con-
tainers in house 7 at Banjica are located deep inside
the house (Todorovi≤ and Cermanovi≤ 1961), indi-
cating their private and strictly economic character.
An example to the contrary would be the pits from
Opovo, which are filled with animal remains, indica-
ting the practice of communal feasting (Russell 1993).
However, we do not consider ‘opposing strategies’
as a valid term, mainly because of the reflexive na-
ture of goods (cf. Sherratt 1999; Robb, Farr 2005)
as well as ’regimes of value’, which may be con-
stantly changing (Koppytof 1986). While in some in-
stances in the Central Balkans storage can be under-
stood as a strictly economic strategy, there is a multi-
tude of instances where certain types of plant had
Fig. 7. The pithoi in Divostin houses. Marked in
red – fireplaces; marked in green – bins (made af-
ter Madas 1988 and Bogdanovi≤ 1988).
form of the storage bins and ovens in the added
units. They are generally located opposite their coun-
terparts in the older part of the building; also, the
storage bins have a different shape, while ovens are
decorated with different motifs (Tripkovi≤ 2009a).
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a symbolic use. Silo A in Sele-
vac, filled with cereals with a
figurine on top, is the most
obvious example. The combi-
nation of storage bins and pi-
thoi in the building in trench
XI at Uivar, which in the pre-
liminary report was interpre-
ted as a ritual building (Schier
2006), or grains inside a pro-
vision vessel found in a cas-
sette within shrine 2 at Parta
(Lazarovici, Drasovean and
Maxim 2001.386) may be evi-
dence of further expansion of research regarding
containers and cereals in a symbolic context.
According to this research, it can be expected that
pithoi and other large volume vessels had the most
dynamic role in social strategies (which include sto-
rage). Namely, the possibility of role transformation
is at its highest in pithoi. They can be used for the
long-term storage of a considerable amount of mate-
rial, as well as for everyday consumption. In addi-
tion, pithoi are portable, and with a little effort could
be placed in any context, inside or outside a house,
in a pit or above ground (on the ground level of a
house or in the mezzanine). All of these contexts
have been observed in the Late Neolithic-Early Eneo-
lithic in the Central Balkans. This is best illustrated
by the pithos in a storage pit at Aradac or pithoi in
storage bins in house 2/79 at Banjica and house 01/
06 at Vin≠a. Therefore, in certain situations, pithoi
can become a political means by which social diffe-
rences are hidden or accentuated.
Still, in most cases, the answers remain hidden. For
instance, some pithoi were decorated and some not,
as is the case at Gomolava, Jakovo, Banjica, and at
other settlements. We suggest that the social role
of the decorated pithoi is defined through the visu-
al message that should not be separated from mes-
sages conveyed by other aspects of material culture.
Also, in situations where there was a need to move
the pithoi, there must have been some kind of me-
chanism to make the process easier. Probably for
practical reasons, some pithoi in Vin≠a culture hou-
ses have handles and some do not. The examination
of their positions shows that those without handles
occupied a fixed position, mostly standing in the
central or main room of the house, near the oven,
in association with the quern. These were usually
decorated. Meanwhile, pithoi with handles in all hou-
ses were undecorated and not placed in any speci-
fic position (Tripkovi≤ 2009a). The two types of pi-
thoi, the decorated examples without handles and
undecorated ones with handles, apparently conve-
Fig. 8. Storage containers from the central Balkans in their settlement
context: ❍ – storage on the outside; ■ – storage within the houses. 
Fig. 9a and b. Vin≠a-Belo Brdo: a) plan of earliest
horizon with pits (after Stalio 1968); b) intersected
storage pits (after Vasi≤ 1936).
9a
9b
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yed different social messages. These messages sug-
gest that pithoi were used in more complex ways
than merely to store and preserve agricultural pro-
ducts.
Conclusion
The review of storage techniques from the Late Neo-
lithic-Early Eneolithic in the Central Balkans shows
that different kinds of consumable goods, as well as
artefacts, could have been stored for later use. In the
case of grain storage, two important facts have been
discovered. The first is the complementarity of sto-
rage techniques, where pits, bins, and pithoi were
used according to a different time-scale of storage,
ranging from long-term to short-term. The second is
the gradual movement of storage containers from
public to private spaces, which can clearly be associ-
ated with social change within Vin≠a culture socie-
ties. In the early phases of settlements, storage faci-
lities were located in open areas, whereas in the la-
ter stages of the settlements, goods are stored in
houses in pits, bins and pithoi. Based on the exam-
ples from Banjica and Divostin, one can argue that
it is essential to redefine the strictly practical role of
storage containers in the household context during
the Late Neolithic-Early Eneolithic in the Central Bal-
kans. In addition, observing individual settlements,
rather than attempting to find an all-encompassing
definition, could provide better overall insights into
storage behaviour. In the future, pithoi could play an
important interpretative role, considering that they
have important social and economic attributes: they
could be used for long-term, intermediate, and short-
term storage, and they could be moved from one
context to another.
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